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Automated. Integrated. Web-Based. Investment Data Management, Accounting, and Reporting

Benefits of Clearwater

Worldwide provider of investment portfolio 
data management and reporting for 
organisations that include:

“Clearwater’s automated system represents 
a technological leap in Unum’s investment 
operations infrastructure and is key to 
maximizing efficiency of our investment 
operations with high-quality data analytics.”

Breege Farrell
Chief Investment Officer

Unum Group

Total assets on the Clearwater solution:

$3.5 trillion

redefining art insurance

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

 › Transparent total cost of ownership: fixed operational costs, monthly contracts

 › Exclusively delivered to all clients as a cloud-based SaaS solution: single instance, multi-tenant delivery

 › Automated processing across the trade life cycle

 › Unlimited user training and support at no additional cost

 › Managed middle- and back-office service that’s an extension of your team with a 98% client satisfaction rating

 › Advanced reporting and visual insights for reduced close times, digital-ready reports, and analytics

Global Overview EMEA Highlights

 › 800+ employees

 › 100+ implementations per year

 › 250+ investment manager and broker feeds

 › 25,000+ users

 › 1,250+ active custody feeds

 › 26% invested back into R&D

 › 60+ clients 

 › Local client servicing centres in Edinburgh            
and London

 › 75+ employees 

 › Clients serviced in 13 countries across Europe, 
Middle East, and Africa

Clearwater Solution Overview

Clearwater Analytics® is a global SaaS solution for investment data management, reconciliation, accounting, and reporting and serves insurance companies, 
investment managers, corporations, public sector organizations, and other institutional investors. Trusted by investment professionals worldwide, 
Clearwater strives daily for our clients’ success by offering a cloud-native platform paired with client-centric servicing.
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Automatic nightly collection 
of cash, positions, 
transactions, and pricing 
data from custodians.

Daily input of licensed 
security master data, 
including terms and 
conditions, pricing, 
corporate actions, issuer 
data, classifications, 
indices, and more.

Customisable and sharable reporting for 
performance, post-trade compliance, 
and risk. Client statements and web 
portal draw from Clearwater’s single set  
of validated investment data.

Investment accounting 
supporting complex asset 
classes and multiple 
currencies. Automated data 
management and integration 
provide scalability as AUM 
grows and regulations change.

A suite of tools provides 
full transparency and a 
dedicated team of accounting 
and system experts provide 
on-demand service.

Seamless integration of multiple data 
sources. Clearwater has established 
connections to hundreds of custodians, 
data vendors, and index providers, 
and monitors them daily.
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22% average year-over-year growth 
in assets on system

as of October 2019


